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On a day of soaring temperatures and even with the
benefit of a beach front location, Banana Bender still
managed to attract 27 heat resistant Hashers to the
Lipa Noi beach in front of the Wat.
When he gave his description there was a collective
sigh of relief on the news that the entire course was as
flat as a witch’s tit.
Starting on the beach we trotted toward Nathon, all
very pleasant and having hit the first paper after about
a klick turned right up along past Dog’s Bollocks’ estate then into the shiggy dodging the falling coconuts,
the first of 5 checks sent one or two on the proverbial
wild goose chase but they were soon back on track.

Up til now the main grumble was “ too much concrete “ but he more than made up for that by
some well laid generous paper and we got back
on softer ground quickly enough, he did however
miss a golden opporchancity when he led us away
from a tricky looking water crossing which could
have given Hash Flash some classic shots of tumbling tossers.
This trail picked its way through what is becoming
a fairly built up area and he made the most of the
available terrain, finally bringing us out at the coast
at the same point where D’s B on a previous Hash
had provided a small boat to make the crossing…
no such luxuries this time around, it was
either do a Jesus and walk on the water
or total immersion among the crocodiles
and great whites, fuck that says I and took
the Wankers trail and made do with cow
dodging and a couple of small streams to
cross.
What water we had taken was finished so
when the On In was called it was straight
to the Piss truck for fluid replenishment. He
had kept the pack fairly well together, always the sign of a well laid trail, so when everyone was in and had slurped sufficiently,
the Circle was called and there was absolutely no doubt about the vote and all
hands shot skyward for a great Hash.
Go Round Again called in the days squealers who did their duty with the result that
some derrières graced the bucket, the offences ranged from using a mobile to the
old favourite shortcutting.

Returning to the fold we had B. Liar and Daddy Long Leg.
G.R.A. introduced a change in procedure with Hash Shit going to someone who abused
Hash etiquette, in this case Frog’s Legs for blabbing on the blower trailside, she and hubby
Escargot “ peesed off” by this time and so Pickled Lilly took her place and consequently
endured the bucket. I’m Cummin got the bunnet for elegantly falling over.
An appeal went out for someone to take over the Pisstruck at the end of this month and
you could have heard a pin drop, such was the response, however the Missmanagement
mob are using their combined braincell to find a solution. Should any of you reading this
want to help out for a month or two please get in touch with Big Yin 0851661730.
Next week Mutton Jeff will await your pleasure at Laem-Set.
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